RULES GOVERNING CONDUCT ON THE CROCUS EXPO
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION CENTRE (CROCUS EXPO)
TERRITORY AND DURING EVENTS HELD THERE.
RULES GOVERNING CONDUCT ON THE CROCUS EXPO TERRITORY

1. Crocus Expo territory includes: three pavilions connected by covered skywalks (including exhibition halls and
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conference halls), outdoor areas at pavilions used for organization and holding of events and also indoor and
outdoor free parking lots (hereinafter referred to as Crocus Expo territory).
Opening hours of pavilions during Event period are from 08:00 to 20:00 if otherwise is not determined by the
Exhibition Centre administration.
Entrance to the pavilions is through metal detector frames at the entrance groups and after inspection of hand
luggage and personal belongings by officials of the private security company.
When being on the Crocus Expo territory and attending events visitors shall observe and comply with the
requirements of public order within Crocus Expo buildings and on the adjacent territory.
Access to the Crocus Expo territory may be limited aiming to ensure the safety of visitors.
Any photo, movie, video, TV shooting shall be carried out on the Crocus Expo territory only if approved by the
Exhibition Centre administration.
In the case of an emergency on the Crocus Expo territory visitors are obliged to comply with the requirements of
the Exhibition Centre employees and the private security company personnel.
Visitors should immediately inform the Exhibition Centre employee or the private security company personnel
about unusual or suspicious items spotted on the Crocus Expo territory.
Material damage caused to Crocus Expo by a visitor shall be compensated in accordance with the procedure
established by the legislation of the Russian Federation.
Visitors are allowed to bring small hand luggage (maximum weight – 20 kg, maximum dimension 60+60+60 cm or
overall dimension – 180 cm) via central entrances and metal detectors of Crocus Expo pavilions provided they can
be inspected by the private security company personnel. Hand carried items are: purses and shopping bags,
suitcases, backpacks, paper folders, coats and raincoats, umbrellas and canes, baby carriages and wheelchairs for
disabled people.
It is prohibited on the Crocus Expo territory:
- to enter premises and other areas closed for free admittance; use service and technological entrances,
elevators, etc.;
- to smoke in pavilions and on outdoor territory, except in designated and equipped areas on the Crocus Expo
territory, marked by yellow lines (Federal Law No. 15 dated February 23, 2013 On Protecting the Health of
Citizens from the Influence of Surrounding Tobacco Smoke and the Consequences of Tobacco Consumption);
- to leave children unattended;
- to do anything which shall cause: damage or damage danger to Crocus Expo property, might be hazardous to
public and might cause damage to health of the public at the Exhibition Centre; or might be a source of obstacles
or violations in safety;
- inscribe, post and distribute printed products of information or advertising content, conduct propaganda
activities;
- to be under the influence of alcohol, drugs and intoxication;
- to be in dirty clothes; to be involved in begging, pollute and litter the Crocus Expo territory;
- to move inside pavilions on bicycles, scooters, roller skates and other similar vehicles and sports facilities;
- to bring pets, except guide dogs accompanying visually impaired persons (if there is a document confirming the
special training of the dog, issued in the form established by the order of the Ministry of Labour and Social
Protection of the Russian Federation dated June 22, 2015 No. 386n);
- -to interfere with performance of official duties by employees of the Exhibition Centre and the private security
company personnel, not to fulfil their requirements related to observance of the Rules herein, maintenance of
public order and access control provision.
It is prohibited to bring to the Crocus Expo territory:
- any kinds of fire arms, gas and bladed weapons, ammunition, sharp objects;
- explosives, flammable materials, spontaneously combustible materials, pyrotechnics of all types and also
poisoning toxic and caustic agents;
- alcoholic beverages, narcotic and psychotropic drugs, as well as their consumption;
- items (articles) which can stain or damage pavilions or other visitors’ things.

RULES GOVERNING CONDUCT ON THE CROCUS EXPO
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION CENTRE (CROCUS EXPO)
TERRITORY AND DURING EVENTS HELD THERE.
RULES GOVERNING CONDUCT WHEN VISITING EVENTS HELD AT CROCUS EXPO.

1. Event is an exhibition/fair/corporate/congress or other event held on the territory of the Exhibition Centre
organized by either Crocus Expo or another person who has entered into contract with Crocus Expo.

2. When visiting events the visitors shall observe and comply with rules and regulations established by the Organizer
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including those related to admittance procedure and documents approved for admittance (e-tickets; tickets
purchased at a ticket office; invitations, etc.), the opening hours of the event, restrictions, etc.;
Visitors may be refused the access to the event or may be demanded to leave the aforementioned event without
any refund for bought tickets in the following cases:
- in the absence of the entrance ticket/invitation to the event;
- at refusal to undergo personal inspection and inspection of hand luggage and personal belongings;
- in case of being in a state of alcoholic, narcotic or any other intoxication;
- in an attempt to enter the Crocus Expo territory with the objects prohibited for bringing;
- at performance of actions violating the public order;
- at non-observance of requirements of these rules and requirements of the private security company officials
according to the current legislation of the Russian Federation.
In case of need the violators can be transferred to law enforcement officers.
There might be certain age restrictions on access to events held at Crocus Expo. For information about such
restrictions please refer to official web sites and event announcements. Children under 14 years of age are
admitted to visit events only accompanied by adults.
It is not advisable to have an overcoat on provided there are cloak rooms available when visiting events. Cloak
room opening hours and rules are indicated on information boards by the cloak room.
With a view to observe the copyright and other intellectual property or other rights, any photo, movie, video and
TV shooting, any kinds of audio recording of the event may be prohibited or restricted by the Organizer.

